
Coach players to 
read the game... 
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“Soccer tennis is a game I play for hours. It’s a very technical game that helps you develop your first 
touch, heading, passing through the air and team work” Marcelo Balboa, former US national team captain

Reading the game
Sometimes you can watch a soccer match and marvel at the 
way players can be in the right place at the right time to make 
a tackle or intercept a pass that stops the opposition getting in 
to goal scoring positions. You can help your players to read the 
game by bringing other sports in to your coaching plan. I like 
to use soccer tennis which is a very versatile game and helps 
players to read where the ball is going and where they need to 
put it to gain advantage. 

Setting up to play soccer tennis
l Set up an area 30 yards x 20 yards.
l Create a net out of cones, or use a couple of five-a-side 

goals side-by-side across the middle of the area.
l Divide up teams. You can play 1v1, 2v2, 3v3, 4v4 or you can 

play odd numbers like 2v3 to overload in one team’s favour. 
l One player serves from deep in their court across the net to 

the other team with a half volley.
l Players should try to get their body behind the ball and use 

their thighs, chest or head to make contact. 
l Each player is allowed two bounces while getting the ball 

under control and returning it.
l Score the game like a tennis match with the first team to six 

games the winner.

How to change it
l To make it harder, get each team to complete 3 passes 

between them before returning the ball, or the receiving 
player must juggle the ball 5 times before returning it.

l To make it easier, allow players to catch the ball, or increase 
the number of bounces each player is allowed.

Having the ability to read he game can give players a big advantage when it comes to playing matches. It means 
they can run in to dangerous space in attack or move to intercept the ball in defence, says David Clarke

Touch & control with soccer tennis

direction of run pass

Players use headers or volleys and move to intercept.

A well-directed volley can wrong-foot opponents.
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The art of coaching children
 

Skills School

Skill 6: Goalkeeper’s punch

The punch is a great way for goalkeepers to deal with high 
balls in to the penalty area when they are under pressure 
from attackers jumping for the ball. It is also a good way 
to clear the ball when the conditions are wet and the ball 
is slippery making it difficult to hold catches.
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The technique
l Moving towards the ball, jump off one foot aiming to 

punch it as high in its flight as possible. 
l Keep your eyes on the ball, clench fists and bend 

elbows slightly. Straighten arms at the moment of 
impact and punch through the ball.

The practice
l You throw the ball high into the air (1). 
l The goalkeeper jumps (2) to launch into the air and 

punches the ball back to you (3). 

How to advance it
l This is an advanced practice for goalkeepers in older 

teams – the attackers should not challenge for the ball. 
l Throw the ball so that the attackers can run in as if they 

were challenging for the ball. 
l The goalkeeper must jump and punch the ball towards 

the target area.

Standing on the touchline over Christmas got me thinking 
about a comment that was made about one of my blogs. It 
concerned a clip I had posted of a great move by Barcelona 
which included around 30 passes. The comment was “as 
most goals come from less than 4 passes what is the point of 
passing the ball 30 times?”

I try and get my teams to follow the type of play that 
Barcelona employs.  In each attack the players pass to one 
another, patiently looking for situations they can exploit – 

David Clarke’s touchline tales

open space, 2v1s and the runs from team mates. Often I will 
be pleased with moves that don’t lead to a goal, because the 
players are looking to create something.

That’s the reason you will see me applauding moves which 
have completed five or six passes even if they have broken 
down and the ball has been lost. Players learn a lot this way, 
and are more likely to create goal scoring opportunities if 
they continue doing it. But, don’t get me wrong, I am just as 
pleased as the next coach if we score from one touch!

You won’t always score from a long ball up to the attacker – try passing more
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How to play it
l Three players create a triangle by holding hands – or 

putting their hands on their team mates’ shoulders. 
l One of the three should be wearing a coloured bib.
l The team is controlled by the player in the bib who 

moves the team around.
l A fourth player must try to touch the person in the bib. 
l The triangle of players must remain joined, if anyone 

drops their hands it doesn’t count.
l Three tags and one of the other three becomes the bib 

wearer, the bib wearer becomes the catcher and the 
catcher joins the team.

Quick and easy to set up
It only takes seconds to set up so its good for the days 
you come straight from work and keeps your players busy 
while you organise yourself. 

You can change the number of players involved to suit the 
number of players at your training session. You can add 
more of your squad to the three players, which makes it 
harder to control the team and keep the lone tagger at bay.

The simple set up means it can also be used as a warm-
up on match days. 

Co-ordination & team work in young players

Nominate one player as the catcher and three players 
who link together, one wearing a bib.

The catcher must move
to try and touch the bib...

...the player in the bib 
must control the huddle 
to keep the catcher at bay.

Players 
working 
in teams

This game pitches team work against individual 
movement. It’s great for coaching agility and   
co-ordination, says David Clarke

Developing the soccer brain
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3. How about 6 v 2? Can they score from the overload?

Small-sided game

THE MATCH DAY PLANNER IS AVAILABLE TO 
DOWNLOAD AT: 
www.bettersoccercoaching.com/MDP.pdf

2v2v2v2 
game
“This game attempts to recreate a school 
 playground atmosphere where all players are 
actively involved in both attack and defence.”

Set up 
l Pitch size: 30 yards x 20 yards. 
l Four teams of two players (black, white, hoops, stripes)
l Two goalkeepers
l If the ball leaves play, feed a new ball in immediately.

The rules
l Start the game with four teams of two playing with one 

ball. Players can score in any goal.
l On your call, two teams immediately join together and the 

game continues in a 4v4 situation. An example of a call 
would be “white and hoops”. Both these teams would now 
join forces to play against black and stripes.

l You can also overload the game against one team, for 
example “white, stripes and hoops” would play against 
black.

l Again, the teams can score in either goal.

 

 

BALL MOVEMENT

KEY

PLAYER MOVEMENT
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1. Four teams of two battle it out to score in either goal.

2. On your call, two teams merge to create 4v4.


